Foreign Account Tax
Compliance Act:
Global Private Client
Perspectives

Executive Summary

 The Foreign Account Tax Compliance ACT (FATCA) requires
“foreign financial institutions” (“FFIs”) – such as banks,
broker/dealers, investment funds, and trusts – to identify their
direct and indirect US account holders.
 FATCA thus impacts all account holders at non-US financial
institutions, especially private clients, as those institutions scour
their files to identify US persons and entities in which they have
substantial ownership.
 Commences January 2014 and withholding begins July 2014.
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How FATCA Works
 FATCA requires FFI’s (and non-financial foreign entities) to
 Become “participating” and identify their US account
holders/members and annually report US account holder
information to the IRS (or where “intergovernmental agreement”
exists, to their local taxing authorities who, in turn, report that
information to the US);
or
 Be “non-participating” and suffer a new 30% US withholding tax
on US on certain payments relating to US investments (the FATCA
withholding tax).
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What is an FFI?
 FATCA will primarily impact FFIs that have US Accounts. FFIs
are broadly defined to include:
 Banks.
 Brokers/custodians.
 Insurance companies.
 Investment Funds.
 Trust companies
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What is not an FFI? How about a
Trust?
 All other non-US entities are considered not to be FFIs
 Referred to as “non-financial foreign entities”
 What about Trusts?
 Under Treasury Regulations, professional management of trust
or its assets renders the trust an FFI
 Trusts for which individuals serve as trustees may be “nonfinancial foreign entities” subject to simpler reporting
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Impact Upon Private Clients
 Therefore, any individual client – US or otherwise – may be
asked, depending upon the financial institution in which they
maintain their accounts, to certify their status.
 If the account has “indicia” of US ownership, inquiries will be
deeper to verify or prove that the account is not a “US
Account”
 Given that FATCA extends to entities as well, FFIs will be
classifying each account that they have as US or non-US.
 Those account holders where data is not available and who
refuse to verify when asked will be classified as “recalcitrant”
and, depending upon the jurisdiction in which the account is
based, required to be closed by the participating FFI.
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What is a US Account?
1. Account owned by a “Specified US person”
2. Account owned by a “US-Owned Foreign Entity”
 US-Owned Foreign Entity is any foreign entity with a “Substantial
US Owner”
 Substantial US Owner is any person who . . .


A foreign corporation, owns, directly or indirectly, more than 10% of stock, by vote or value.



Foreign partnership if a Specified US person owns, directly or indirectly, more than 10% of
capital or profits;



For a foreign non-grantor trust, if a Specified US person owns, directly or indirectly, more
than 10% of beneficial interests in trust;



Provided, however, if the corporation, partnership, or trust is “primarily engaged in the
business of investing or trading in securities or commodities”, any ownership by a Specified
US Person is considered sufficient; i.e., the threshold of 10% becomes greater and 0%.

3. Accounts owned by foreign “grantor” trusts are deemed held by their grantors and
not by any US beneficiaries and thus not US Accounts.
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Specified US Person
 Specified US person means any US person other than
 publicly-traded corporations & their affiliates,
 tax-exempt organizations,
 banks, REITs and RICs; and
 Charitable remainder trusts
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Passthru Payments: Key Definitions
 Passthru Payments. Passthru payments are payments made
by participating FFIs to recalcitrant account holders and
nonparticipating FFIs.
 Generally, passthru payments represent amounts that are not US
source income but are amounts attributable to a withholdable
payment; i.e., US source fixed or determinable income, such as
interest or dividends, or gross proceeds from the sale or
disposition of US stock or securities.

 Recalcitrant Account Holders. Generally, an account holder
of a participating FFI that does not provide information
requested by the FFI or fails to give a waiver of foreign law if
foreign law prevents reporting with respect to the account
holder by the FFI.
 Noncompliant FFI. An FFI that does not comply with FATCA
and is subject to the FATCA withholding tax.
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FFI Compliance
 General Rule. An FFI that has a FATCA reporting obligation
becomes compliant (a participating FFI) by entering into an
agreement with the IRS, under which the FFI agrees to:
 Identify US account holders.
 Report annually US account holder information.
 Withhold US tax on certain payments.
 Confirm compliance with FATCA obligations.

 Deemed Compliant. In certain instances, an FFI may be
treated as deemed compliant, in which case it has less
onerous obligations.
 Exempt Beneficial Owner. FFIs that are government
controlled entities, to include sovereign wealth funds, are
treated as compliant.
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Local Law Conflicts
 The information gathering, reporting and withholding obligations
imposed on a compliant FFI may conflict with local law and expose
the FFI to regulatory sanctions, civil suits or criminal prosecution.
 Local law conflicts:
 Data protection.
 Consumer protection.
 Anti-discrimination.
 Account opening/account closing laws or regulations.
 Withholding of US tax on income or gross proceeds paid to an
account holder.

 Local law conflicts often place an FFI in an impossible position: either
comply with FATCA and violate local or do not comply with FATCA
and be subject to the FATCA withholding tax. It is for this reason,
that private clients are unlikely to be able to hide.
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FATCA & Trusts

Non-US Trusts Under FATCA
 A non-US trust (or more specifically, a “foreign” trust) may be
either
 An FFI or
 An non-financial foreign entity (“NFFE”)

 When will a Trust be an FFI?
 Will be classified as an “investment entity FFI” if it is “managed” by a
depository or custodial institution, or investment entity and trust gross
income is “primarily” investment income
 Captures virtually all trusts administered by professional trustees and
those where there is a professional investment manager
 How about a “private trust company”?

 When will a Trust be an NFFE?
 Rarely. Requires individual, non-professional trusteeship and
management
 When it does not have “investment income”?
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Typical Structure
Common trust structure driven by estate planning and related
concerns

Trust
100%

Underlying Company
(“Blocker”)
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“Substantial” Ownership by US Persons
 Is trust treated as owned by specified US person under the
grantor trust provisions of Code?
 Then, grantor is substantial US owner, but
 If the trust is an NFFE (and not an FFI), then the interest of the
beneficiaries are ignored.
 If the trust is an FFI, then the beneficiaries may have “interests”
subject to testing

 Does any specified US person have a “beneficial interest” in
the trust?
 FFI Trusts – If any such person holds more than 0% of the
beneficial interests, then yes.
 NFFE Trusts – Only if specified US persons hold at least 10% of
beneficial interests (but note aggregation of related persons)
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When Does a US Person have a Beneficial
Interest?
 Mandatory Interests: If such person is a beneficiary with
mandatory distribution rights – Percentage of value determined
under actuarial principles
 Discretionary Interests: Step Process
 Add up FMV of all distributions from trust to beneficiary during the
prior calendar year (if the trust is an NFFE) or during the current
calendar year (if it is an FFI);
 Compare that to value of all distributions during relevant year and
to value of assets held by the trust at the end of the year;
 Has 0% threshold been met (FFI Trust) or 10% threshold (NFFE)

 Exceptions: Discretionary beneficiary who does not receive a
distribution; US person who receives $5000 or less, or (in case
of mandatory distributions) value of interest is $50,000 or less
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What about the Blocker?
 Whether Corporate or Partnership – Rules are the Same.
 Indirect Ownership of Non-US Entities:
 US persons considered “grantors” of trust
 US beneficiaries
 However, facts and circumstances dictate how much in the case of
corporate entities
 Arrangements that artificially decrease an interest are disregarded
 Difficult to apply for fully discretionary non-grantor trusts with US
beneficiaries

 Critical Exception: If trust is a “participating FFI” or “deemed
compliant FFI” (but not an “owner-documented” FFI), then
indirect ownership rules do not apply
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Avoid FATCA Withholding
 For NFFEs:
 Identify all substantial US owners to withholding agents

 For FFIs:
 Being a participating FFI
 Being a deemed compliant FFI
 FFI in a Model 1 IGA jurisdiction
 “Sponsored FFI”
 “Owner-documented” FFI
 Sponsored closely-held investment vehicle
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Model IGA

Model I IGA (Between US and FATCA
Partner): In General
 Treaty between US and another country (FATCA partner),
such as the United Kingdom, Cayman Islands, BVI.
 Under this agreement, the FATCA partner jurisdiction will
adopt implementing legislation to require FFIs in its country
to perform due diligence and report information to the
FATCA partner tax authority, which, in turn, will transmit such
information to the US under the automatic exchange of
information provision of the information exchange agreement
between the US and the FATCA partner.
 Quid pro quo. US will exchange information with treaty partner.

 No withholding required
 “Controlling person” definition is important difference to regs
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Model 2 IGA (Between US and FATCA
Partner): In General

 IGA between the US and another country (FATCA partner),
such as Switzerland (and maybe Hong Kong)
 Primary purpose is to address local law hurdles of
confidentiality
 FFIs report directly to the IRS without reciprocity on the part of
the US to report
 Withholding rules continue for payments to non-participating
foreign entities
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Interaction between IGAs and Regulations
 Model 1 IGA
 Reporting FIs covered by Model 1 IGA treated as satisfying the
due diligence and reporting requirements of FATCA;
 Reporting FIs required to register with IRS;
 FATCA Partner FIs not in compliance with the IGA treated as
“nonparticipating foreign financial institutions”.

 Model 2 IGA
 FFIs covered by Model 2 IGA with United States required to
implement FATCA in compliance with Treasury Regulations,
except to the extent expressly modified by the Model 2 IGA;
 Model 2 IGA modifies certain definitions (including “FFI” and
“exempt beneficial owner”), withholding obligations, reporting on
recalcitrant account holders, procedures upon default of an FFI
and due diligence.
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Case Study:
Discretionary Cayman Trust
with Underlying BVI Blocker

Foreign Grantor Trust with Corporate Trustee
Professional Trustee with separate Investment Advisor

Trust Company
Administration

Foreign Owner

Trust
Asset Manager
100%

Investment Advice

Underlying Company
(“Blocker”)
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Key Component of Analysis: IGA Application
 Under Model 1 IGA, definitions are different
 Regulations describe FFIs as participating, deemed compliant,
and non-participating
 Under IGA, FFIs are “reporting”, “non-reporting” and “nonparticipating”

 Conclusions are different
 Only accounts reported are those of:
 Specified US persons – e.g., US persons, including entities,
with an account
 NFFE with “one or more controlling persons” who are US
persons

 Importantly, no account of an FFI (reporting, nonreporting or even non-participating”) is reported upon –
whether to the US or the home country
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Key Definitions
 “Financial Account”
 Bank Account
 Brokerage Account
 Equity Interest in the Entity whose accounts are to be reported
upon

 “Reportable US Account”
 “Financial Account” maintained by a “Reporting” financial
institution and held by
 an Individual who is a Specified US Person
 an Entity that is a Specified US Person or
 a Passive NFFE with one or more Controlling Persons who are US
citizens or residents.
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Key Definitions Continued
 “Foreign Financial Institution”
 a Custodial Institution, a Depository Institution, an Investment
Entity, or a Specified Insurance Company

 “Investment Entity”
 Entity that “conducts as a business” or “is managed by an entity
that conducts as a business” the following activities or operations
for or on behalf of a customer:
 trading in securities
 individual and collective portfolio management; or
 otherwise investing, administering, or managing funds or money on
behalf of other persons

 “Management” by an entity that “conducts a business” “on behalf
of customers” is sufficient
 Look to FATF interpretations
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Key Definitions Continued
 “Non-reporting FFI” – Considered “certified deemed
compliant”, including
 Trusts which are “trustee-documented”
 Sponsored closely-held investment vehicles

 Importantly, Model 1 IGAs permit local country FFIs to rely
upon Treasury Regulation definitions in lieu of IGA definitions,
provided that such “does not frustrate the purpose” of the IGA
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Application of Rules to Trust & Blocker
 Is the Trust an FFI?
 Since the trust has a corporate trustee (e.g., bank), it should be
considered an “investment” FFI under the IGA (and the Treasury
Regulations)

 How about the Blocker? Potentially more difficult to answer
 Looks and smells like an “investment entity” but
 May depend upon the nature of the investment advice and
“management”
 Where the brokerage accounts in question are “non-discretionary”
and “managed” by individuals, maybe not “professional managed”
 Where a professional firm provides purely non-discretionary
investment advice, Regulations suggest sufficient “management” to
cause Blocker to be an investment entity FFI.
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Trust and Blocker – Reporting, NonReporting or Non-Participating?
 Trust may qualify as a “trustee-documented” FFI
 In that case, the trust would be considered “certified deemed
compliant” under FATCA and its accounts “non-reporting”
 However, to be trustee-documented, its trustee would report to the
extent that the trust were required to report

 How about the Blocker?
 It could either be a “reporting” FFI or
 A non-reporting FFI if it had a “sponsor” – meaning that another
Reporting FFI would report on its behalf in a manner similar to the
Trust.
 I.e., the Blocker could be considered a “sponsored closely-held
investment vehicle”
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Who “Owns” the Trust and Blocker?
 In case of Trust, it is a grantor trust deemed owned by a
foreign person – thus, foreign grantor owns it.
 How about beneficiaries? The “beneficial interest” in even a
grantor trust, if held by US persons, is a reportable interest
(i.e., deemed a “Financial Account”)
 Meanwhile, in the case of the Blocker, as an FFI, its accounts
are simply non-reportable – even if it is “non-participating”
 How about its equity interest-holder?
 Again, since the Trust would be an FFI, its “account” in the Blocker
is non-reportable
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When Does Reporting Arise?
 Only when the Trust makes a distribution to a US person
 It is at that moment in time when the US beneficiaries’
“beneficial interests” (i.e., considered “financial accounts”) in
the trust ripen
 What data is reported?
 The name, address, and US TIN of each “Specified US Person”
 The account number;
 The name and identifying number of the Reporting Financial Institution;
and
 The account balance or value as of the end of the relevant calendar year
or other appropriate reporting period, or if account was closed,
immediately before closure.
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Flow-Charts with Respect to
Identification of Accounts
owned by
“Pre-existing Entities”

Pre-existing Entity Accounts Under Regulations
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Pre-existing Entity Accounts under US-UK IGA
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For Further Information:

Michael J. Legamaro
DLA Piper LLP
203 North LaSalle Drive | Chicago, IL 60601
Direct: 312.368-3410 | Cell: 312.543.5181 | Fax: 312.251.2866
micheal.legamaro@dlapiper.com | www.dlapiper.com
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A Truly Global Firm
The Firm
 4,200 lawyers in 77 offices
and more than 32 countries
 More than 20 offices across
the US
 More than 20 offices across
Europe
 12 offices in Asia Pacific,
including Tokyo
 7 offices in the Middle East
 Growing presence in Latin
America
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